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Changing face of HE
=
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Emergence of Digital Literacies
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“I want to use a video clip in my 
assignment”
Who can help?
Library: How can I 
reference this video?
Study skills: should I 
use this video?
IT Skills: How do I 
embed this video?
Students: do you know 
any good videos?
Academics: What 
do I understand by 
this video?
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Organisational change for 
enhanced delivery
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Organisational change for 
enhanced delivery
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Student-focussed materials
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Student-focussed materials
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Shifting delivery modes
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Shifting delivery modes
= LLS
= Students
= Academics
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Making the most of our social 
networks
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Shifting delivery modes
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Dimensions of skills 
development
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Conclusion
To manage:
• Resource constraints
• Diverse students and lifestyles
• Changing expectations
We need to:
• Look at how we are organised
• Involve students in creating support
• Exploit new delivery methods
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Any questions?
